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Abstract
During micro-assembly processes, surface forces inﬂuence the behavior of micro-objects more than volumic forces.
Generally contacts happen between a microgripper and a micro-objet or a substrate and a micro-object. The pull-oﬀ
force which represents the force required to break a contact is one of the predominant problem in micro-assembly.
Now, current force measurements are mostly focused on sphere-plane geometries and models are based on nanoscale
theories. The aim of this article is to propose a measurement setup able to evaluate the pull-oﬀ force for a planar
contact (most frequent kind of contact in micro-assembly). Experimental force measurements based on a capacitive
microforce sensor and micro/nano robotic system are carried out. The proposed device enables the study of pull-oﬀ
forces according to the preload force and the contact angle. Finally experimental results are discussed and compared
with a model.
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Introduction

Miniaturisation in the ﬁeld of telecommunication and sensor technology is increasing and requires to manufacture
highly complex 3D hybrid and intelligent microsystems by the assembly of varied microparts [1]. Indeed the possibility
to assemble complex and varied microsystems is in current investigation and already shows promising results [2], [3],
[4]. Micro-assembly constitutes new challenges according to size and speciﬁcities of micro-parts in reference to [5],
[6], [7] and adapted tools are under development (visual servoing [8], force measurement [9], control strategies [10],
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microrobots [11] etc.). During robotic micro-assembly, microparts have to be picked, moved, and released. Other
tasks like insertion, alignment and guiding can also be done. A contact between two surfaces, for example, gripping
tools and a manipulated object or a substrate and a manipulated object generates adhesion forces. The force
required to separate two surfaces is commonly called “pull-oﬀ”. Behaviors of the microparts in contact requires deep
knowledge to succeed in micro-assembly operations [12], [13].
Silicon is a widespread material in hybrid assembly and the contact between the tools and the manipulated object
or the substrate and the manipulated object are generally silicon/silicon planar contacts [2], [3], [14]. Several
models have been developed for a contact between a sphere and a planar surface. They are mainly based on
Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) [15] or Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) formulations [16]. Moreover, the current
methods to measure micro-nanoforces between surfaces are the Surface Force Apparatus (SFA), and the Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM). The SFA enable the measure of forces between typically two cylinders or between a sphere
and a planar surface [17, 18]. The AFM are used to measured forces in the case of sphere-plan contact where the
force is typically from nanonewtons to several micronewtons [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. As these types of contacts
(cylinder-cylinder and sphere-plan) do not require a precise relative angular position, in both measurement devices
(SFA and AFM) the angles of surfaces are not precisely controlled. In the case of a micrometric planar contact, the
orientation between two surfaces is the main critical point and the pull-oﬀ force could reach several hundreds of µ N .
New measurement devices must be studied in order to investigate pull-oﬀ force between planar microscopic surfaces
[24].
Currently, the increase of the understanding between both planar surface requires (i) the study and the design of new
microforce measurement devices able to characterize pull-oﬀ forces on these geometries, (ii) the study of multiphysic
models which take into account interatomic forces and the mechanical deformation of the contact [25].
In this paper, we propose an experimental setup that enables the characterization of pull-oﬀ forces between two
planar silicon surfaces (50 µ m x 50 µ m). This setup is based on several microrobotic stages and a capacitive
microforce sensor. Section 2 presents the experimental setup. The inﬂuence of the preload force and contact’s angle
are studied and experimental results are presented in section 3. Discussions on results and a comparison with a
model are proposed in section 4. Finally, conclusions and more general discussions on the consequences of pull-force
on micro-assembly are presented.
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2

Measurement setup

The objective of this setup is the measurement of the pull-oﬀ force for a planar silicon/silicon contact. The capability
to ensure the relative orientation of both surfaces is the main criteria for performing the pull-oﬀ force measurement.
In this case, two angles have to be controlled. The generation of a linear motion perpendicular to the planar surfaces
must then be ensured to allow an approach/retract between both surfaces. A ﬁne positioning stage ensures the
control of the preload force as well as this linear approach/retract motion. The roughness of both surfaces, the
velocity during approach and retract, contact duration, temperature, humidity can inﬂuence the amplitude of the
pull-oﬀ force. In the following, a proposed measurement setup is detailled.
Force measurement is done by a capacitive force sensor from FemtoTools 1 . The one used is a S270 probe type with
2 mN in range, 0.4 µ N resolution and 1000 N/m stiﬀness. It generates an output voltage linear to the applied force
in the sensitive direction. The maximum displacement of the probe according to the stiﬀness is limited to 2 µ m.
Sensors are individually calibrated by the manufacturer.
For ensuring the planar contact, a micro/nano robotic system has been developped. The coarse positioning stages
ensure a ﬁrst relative positioning of both surfaces. Fine positioning stages ensure the precise control of the angular
contact and linear motion which is perpendicular with the planar surface during approach/rectract. This positioning
system comprises two main subsystems (see Figure 1):
• A robotic system (Subsystem 1) composed of a ﬁne positioning robot with four Degrees Of Freedom - DOF x1 ,
y1 , z1 and θ based on Physik Instrumente P-611.3 NanoCube XYZ Piezo Stage with integrated sensor (100 µm
of stroke and 1 nm of resolution) and a sensorized rotation stage SmarAct SR-3610-S (1.1 µ◦ of resolution).
Both of these ﬁne positioning systems are closed loop controlled. They are mounted on a three DOF coarse
positioning stage. This subsystem enables the displacementof the microforce sensor ﬁxed on it.
• A silicon surface also called sample is ﬁxed on a rigid beam after being cleaned with a mixture of sulfuric
acid and hydrogen peroxide. The beam is mounted on a closed loop controlled rotation stage SmarAct SR3610-S. This stage allows control of the angle along the Y axis (ϕ). They are mounted on a three DOF coarse
positioning stage (Subsystem 2).
The tip of the force sensor’s probe and the sample constitute both planar surfaces that will be in contact (see
Figure 2). The size of the contact is 50 µ m x 50 µ m which is the square surface of the tip. The roughness of surfaces
in contact inﬂuence the amplitude of pull-oﬀ forces. Thus, the roughness measurements for FemtoTools probe and
1

FemtoTools is a Swiss company. http://www.femtotools.com/
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Figure 1: Conﬁguration of the measurement setup.
the sample are made by AFM and depicted on the Figure 3. The rms (root mean square) roughness (Rq ) of the probe
(surface 1) is 24.31 nm and the maximum peak to peak roughness (Rt ) is 163 nm. This surface roughness is typically
obtained for the vertically etched sidewall in silicon. Indeed, DRIE (Deep Reaction Ion Etching) process employs
cyclic etching and deposition steps to achieve high aspect silicon structures and sidewall scalloping is observed. This
kind of surface is usually used during micro-assembly process. The rms roughness (Rq ) of the sample (surface 2) is
6.60 nm and the maximum peak to peak roughness (Rt ) is 31 nm. This sample is a part with surface etched by
DRIE which is often used in the fabrication of microcomponents used for micro-assembly.
A velocity along a normal direction to both surfaces is ﬁxed at 800 nm/s during approaching and retracting. The
experimental setup for the pull-oﬀ force measurements is depicted on the Figure 2.
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Experimental results

During the experimentation, the measured humidity is between 35 to 45 % and the temperature is between 24 to 28
◦

C. Using the proposed measurement device, typival curves of the approach/retract can be obtained (see Figure 4).
The stiﬀness of the force sensor is observed on the approach/retract curve (Stiﬀness of Ksensor = 1000 N/m).

The preload force is the maximum force according to the displacement. The pull-oﬀ force is identiﬁed as the jump-oﬀ
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Figure 2: Experimental setup for pull-oﬀ force measurement. The pull-oﬀ force between surface 1 (tip of the probe)
and surface 2 (sample) is mesured along axis X (direction normal to the planar contact)

Figure 3: (a) SEM view of the planar surface at the tip of the force sensor’s probe, (b) Roughness measurement of
the tip, (c) Roughness measurement of the sample.
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Figure 4: Typical curve for approach/retract between both planar surfaces.
behavior. The measurement procedure is validated according to a variability of the measurements of pull-oﬀ force
smaller than 20 % (with ﬁxed experimental parameters). In the same way, the measurement of the pull-oﬀ force is
very repeatable in diﬀerent contact points on the same sample. These results validate the measurement setup and
the measurement procedure.
Several measurements are done with diﬀerent variation of parameters (contact angle, preload, velocity). First results
show that pull-oﬀ forces vary in the range of 0 to 196 µ N . Thus the pull-oﬀ force is predominant at the microscale
especially for micro-assembly tasks:
• Considering a silicon component of 1000 µ m x 800 µ m x 200 µ m, its weight is 4 µ N an the gripping force to
apply on this component has to be in the range of 20 µ N .
• The SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) is important (pull-oﬀ force up to 196 µ N and force noise smaller than 10µ N
- SNR (dB) = 25.8 dB) leading to the possibility of estimating pull-oﬀ force and using it on advanced control
strategies.
Next subsections deal with the inﬂuence of the main parameters: angle θ and preload force.
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3.1

Angle eﬀect

The eﬀect of the angle has been studied. In this part, the preload force is maintained around 200 µ N and the ﬁxed
velocity is used (800 nm/s). Once the angle ϕ ﬁxed (motorized rotation to maximize the pull-oﬀ force), the probe’s
angle (θ - as deﬁned in Figure 1) is then precisely controlled and varies to get the eﬀect of the contact’s angle. The
variation of pull-oﬀ force according to θ is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Angle (θ) eﬀect in pull-oﬀ force measurement.
The contact’s angle inﬂuences the amplitude of the pull-oﬀ force. The variation of pull-oﬀ force is between 0 µN
to 196 µN . We can assume that the maximum pull-oﬀ force correponds to a perfect planar contact. We can see in
this curve that deviating from a few tens of milli degrees of perfect contact notably decreases the magnitude of the
pull-oﬀ force. This result is important in the application ﬁeld of micro-assembly. Indeed the pull-oﬀ force between
two microparts (guiding task/ assembly) or a microgripper and a micropart (pick and place) can be volontary reduced
by controlling for example their contact’s angle.
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3.2

Preload eﬀect

The study of the preload eﬀect has been investigated too. Both surfaces are aligned using the scanning of the angle
θ and ϕ. Diﬀerent preload forces are applied with the ﬁne positioning stage. The measurement procedure is applied
with the same approach/retract velocity (800 nm/s) as for the angle eﬀect study. The results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Pull-oﬀ force variation according to preload force.
These results show that the preload weakly inﬂuence the pull-oﬀ force (peak to peak - 34 % of variation).
We can assume that the plastiﬁcation and the indentation between both surfaces do not occur (Cf. Section 4).
As a consequence, pull-oﬀ force can be evaluated during the micro-assembly process. This result is very helpful
in the developpement of strategies in micro-assembly. Due to this speciﬁcity, where devices are often compliant
(gripping tools, objects, actuators, contact sensors), pull-oﬀ force can induce unwanted displacements for micrometric
components. Pull-oﬀ force has to be controlled (or at least to be evaluated) to achieve an accurate positioning required
to succeed micro-assembly tasks.
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4

Discussions

4.1

Comparison of experimental results with theoretical expressions

The experimental force measurements presented in this article can be compared to interaction forces expressed in
the literature. Adhesion forces are induced by interaction forces such as van der Waals forces and capillary forces
between two surfaces [31], [32]. The measured pull-oﬀ force can compared to its constituants: the surface van der
Waals forces and the capillary forces. Analytic expression of the capillary forces is available in the literature [12] but
they don’t take into account the eﬀect of the surface roughness. Analytic expression of the surface van der Waals
force fvdw between two inﬁnite planes is proposed in the literature [27]:
fvdw =

A
6πz 3

(1)

where A is the Hamaker constant and z the distance between both planes which is typically 0.3 nm.
As the typical length of the surface (50 µm) is greater than the distance z, we assume that the van der Waals
force Fvdw between both surfaces is proportional to the surface S [25]:
Fvdw =

A.S
6πz 3

(2)

The roughness of the surface cannot be neglected according to [28]. Several models exist to quantify the impact
of the roughness on van der Waals forces. For example, [29] proposed the following model:

rough
Fvdw

=

z
z + R2t

2
.Fvdw

(3)

where Rt represents the maximum height of the rough proﬁle. The roughness measurements permit to estimate Rt
= 163nm.
The Hamaker constant A between both silicon surfaces is between 143 and 173 zJ [30], thus the theoretical van
der Waals force can be calculated:
rough
∈ [9; 11] µN
Fvdw

(4)

Measured pull-oﬀ forces (presented in Section 3) reach 196 µN which are largely bigger than the theorical estimation of the van der Waals forces. These forces always exist and represent a part of the forces that constitute the
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adhesion forces. Moreover, the model (3) used to determine the impact of the roughness stay an approximation and
further modeling studies should be investigated.

4.2

Surface force

The van der Waals force between both planes can be considered as a surface force fvdw applied on the surface S. In
exp
reach :
our experiments, the measured surface forces fvdw

exp
fvdw
= 78.4 kP a

(5)

This value represents the critical “pressure” to apply to the surface to break the contact. Moreover, the experimental
pressure is negligible compared to the yield strength of the silicon (typically: 120 M P a). This low pressure is not
able to induce a plastic deformation on the surface explaining why the preload force does not inﬂuence much the
measured pull-oﬀ force.
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Conclusion

In this work, a setup measurement of pull-oﬀ force for planar silicon/silicon contact is presented. It is mainly
constituted by a coarse/ﬁne microrobotic system and a capacitive microforce sensor. The tip of the sensor’s probe
(50 µ m x 50 µ m) is in contact with a cleaned sample. The inﬂuence of two parameters has been characterized:
preload force and contact’s angle. It was shown that preload force does not inﬂuence much pull-oﬀ force. Conversely,
contact’s angle variation signiﬁcantly inﬂuences pull-oﬀ force. The pull-oﬀ force can reach 196µ N with the two
considered surfaces and a value of probe’s angle bigger than 4

◦

reduces it considerably.

In micro-assembly, planar silicon/silicon contacts often happen between micro-objects and grippers or micro-objects
to assemble together. For succeeding micro-assembly operations, these results constitute helpful knowledge. Indeed,
automated pick and place operations can be improve by adopting strategies which take into account the angle eﬀect.
It is also possible to develop new control strategies based on the observation of pull-oﬀ force.
Additional rotation (pitch of the sample) constitutes an interesting outlook to study the inﬂuence of both angles.
Varied material, surface roughness, and size of the surface in contact can also be inverstigated. Finally, the eﬀect of
velocity approach/retract and contact duration can also be studied.
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